Why doesn’t everyone develop type 2 diabetes?

Thousands of genes control our metabolism, and type 2 diabetes has therefore been called the geneticist’s nightmare. Genome-wide association studies have not been able to reveal the mechanisms underlying the development of obesity and diabetes. However, genetic and epigenetic theories are still important for our understanding of the obesity and diabetes epidemics.

In 1962, the American geneticist James Neel (1915–2000) asked a fundamental question: Why are genes predisposing for obesity and type 2 diabetes so prevalent in the population? (1). These conditions increase morbidity and mortality, and reduce fecundity, and can hardly be reconciled with positive genetic selection. Neel’s solution was an elegant and intuitive hypothesis: «Thrifty genes» which have been selected through repeated cycles of famine throughout human history, and predispose for increased storage of fat. Today’s increased prevalence of obesity and type 2 diabetes is simply the result of a mismatch between what was once a beneficial adaptation for our ancestors, and current westernised societies where famines do not occur.

«Drifty Genotype»

According to the English biologist Thomas Huxley (1825–95), «Every beautiful hypothesis can be slain by an ugly fact» (2). If the storage of fat was so beneficial for our ancestors, why isn’t everyone in the western world obese? Mathematical models have shown that there have probably been enough famines for thrifty genes to be completely fixed in the population (3). However, not everybody who lives a western lifestyle is obese, and therefore the hypothesis collapses, or at least does not tell the entire truth. Even in the USA, the cradle of the western lifestyle, one-third of the population is of normal body weight. Given the unlimited supply of high calorie food, and the possibility of minimal physical activity, this is at least as puzzling as the one-third of obese at the opposite end of the scale.

The English biologist John Speakman has proposed an alternative explanation: «The Drifty Genotype.» Speakman argues that increased storage of fat certainly increases survival during a famine, but it also reduces mobility, and thereby the ability to escape from predators and enemies, as well as limiting movement to new hunting grounds (4). According to Speakman, obesity results only when this negative selection ceases to exist, that is, when reduced mobility is no longer an issue. This happened when we discovered fire, learned to make weapons, and organized ourselves in agricultural societies. In modern times this has been extended and the obesity inducing effect reinforced with the introduction of supermarkets, running water, heated houses, television, cars and sedentary office work.

Obesity is virtually absent among most species living in the wild. This is due to limited food supply, and many species will become fat given the opportunity, but not all. Some prioritise storage of energy in depots outside the body, thereby maintaining mobility. Interestingly there is an inverse correlation between brain size and fat mass among many species in nature (5). A large fat mass corresponds to smaller brain size, and vice versa. It seems that the storage of energy as body fat and storage of information in the brain may represent alternative strategies for coping with the uncertainties of life. Humans, however, do not fit into this pattern as we have large brains as well as large fat depots.

Genes, beta cells and insulin resistance

James Neel acknowledged that the thrifty genes hypothesis was problematic. No thrifty genes fulfilling the criteria have been discovered, and in Neel’s own words: «Type 2 diabetes is a geneticist’s nightmare» (6). Our metabolism is not controlled by a few single genes, but by a network of many thousand where small differences in effect add up to the total biochemical phenotype of the body. It is not without reason that genome-wide association studies have not yielded the anticipated results in obesity and diabetes research. In fact, the quest for genes that predispose for obesity has largely been overwhelmed by the western world’s obesity epidemic, and it is now more productive to search for the opposite: genes which promote leanness.

About 60 genes that predispose for type 2 diabetes have been identified, but they are only able explain a small percentage of the inheritable risk we know to be associated with the disease. Interestingly, the beta cell appears to be the focal point for genetic predisposition to type 2 diabetes, while insulin resistance has returned fewer hits. Autopsy studies have shown that people with type 2 diabetes have reduced beta cell volumes compared to healthy controls, while normo-glycaemic obese individuals have increased beta cell volumes compared to slim individuals (7). Some people are thus able to compensate on the level of beta cells to withstand an increased caloric load, while others fail, and it is probably beta cell failure that paves the way for the metabolic collapse that characterises type 2 diabetes. In fact, insulin resistance may quite well be the natural consequence of any chronic nutrient surplus, where the cell tries to protect itself from oxidative stress and caloric intoxication (8). It is unknown why some people have beta cells which can compensate for the western lifestyle, whereas others fail, but maybe some clues can be found in Finnmark county in northern Norway in the 1960s and 1970s.

«Thrifty phenotype»

In 1986, the British doctor and epidemiologist David Barker (1938–2013) and colleagues published data from England and Wales showing an association between infant mortality and ischaemic heart disease in adulthood (9). According to Barker’s hypothesis, organ development is impaired by a low caloric foetal stage, which may lead to higher risk of chronic diseases later in life. Interestingly, the Norwegian doctor Anders Forsdahl (1930–2006) observed the same phenomenon in Finnmark county in northern Norway ten years earlier (10), a story which has been excellently reviewed in the Journal of the Norwegian Medical Association previously (11). Barker’s «Developmental origins of chronic diseases», or the «Thrifty phenotype» hypothesis, has been supported
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by studies showing a relationship between the risk of metabolic syndrome/type 2 diabetes, and low birth weight (12, 13). Similar data have been reproduced in many places around the world, for example in Denmark, where monozygotic twins discordant for obesity and type 2 diabetes have also been shown to be discordant in birth weight (14). This is interesting since they have identical genes and have been raised in similar environments. Reduced blood supply through the placenta may explain the discrepancy in birth weight between the twins, leading to impaired organ development in one of them, and in turn a higher predisposition to disease later in life.

«Thrifty epigenotype»

Theories on epigenetic reprogramming of the foetus have been proposed in recent years. This means that you can have identical genes and no need for slow genetic evolution à la Neel, but an epigenetically regulated difference in gene transcription affected by the environment, which in turn gives rise to different phenotypes. Epigeneticist Reinhard Stöger calls it «The Thrifty Epigenotype» (15). According to this concept the child’s metabolism is programmed by caloric availability in the intrauterine environment, and it is possible, for example, to be programmed to live in a low calorie world. In this sense, the predisposition for metabolic disease may be a useful adaptation, not a pathological condition, and obesity/type 2 diabetes is the consequence if there is a mismatch between the intrauterine and the real environment into which a person is born.

Data from the Dutch hunger winter, which occurred towards the end of the Second World War, support this theory. Children who experienced caloric restriction in their mothers’ wombs, with a subsequent ad libitum access to calories after the liberation, developed significantly higher body weight and more metabolic disease in adulthood compared to controls (16). Furthermore, 60 years later, epigenetic differences have been documented between the hunger cohort and controls born at the same time during the famine (17). This metabolic fingerprint seems even to be transferred epigenetically to the next generation (18).

«Maladaptive hypothesis»

Another possibility is that predisposition to obesity has never been an evolutionary advantage, but is rather the unintended by-product of another genetic selection, in other words a maladaptation (19). Heat-generating brown adipose tissue (BAT) is an interesting candidate in this respect. It has long been known that not only newborns, but also adults have active BAT, a point which was «rediscovered» in 2009 by two papers investigating the prevalence and cold-induced activity of BAT in adults (20, 21). BAT plays a role in the energy homeostasis of the human body, and varies greatly from one person to another. There is furthermore an association between low levels of BAT activity, high BMI and poor glycaemic control (20, 21). In such a perspective it can be envisioned that those with less need for heat production throughout evolution have less brown adipose tissue, and now have higher risk of obesity and metabolic disease since they are less able to burn excess calories in the form of heat. This may explain the lower prevalence of type 2 diabetes among people with genetic origin from cold Nordic countries (22).

See Fact Box 1 for an overview of different theories.

Both farmers and hunters

A thrifty calorie-saving reprogramming of the organism may consist of many ele-
FACT BOX 1

Theories considering the genetic basis for obesity and type 2 diabetes

- Thrifty genotype (James Neel): Famines throughout human history have selected for genes promoting the storage of fat to prolong survival. Obesity and type 2 diabetes are the consequences in a Western world where famines do not occur [1].
- Drifty genotype (John Speakman): Obesity and type 2 diabetes are the consequences of the release from negative selection, i.e. less need for mobility to escape predators and thereby freedom for body weight to increase [4].
- Thrifty phenotype (David Barker): Obesity and type 2 diabetes are the consequences of a mismatch between caloric restriction during the foetal stage, with impaired organ development, and subsequent caloric abundance [12].
- Thrifty epigenotype (Reinhard Stöger): The thrifty phenotype is the result of an adaptive epigenetic reprogramming during the foetal stage; a preparation to live in a low caloric world [15].
- Genetic maladaptation (John Speakman): Obesity is not an evolutionary advantage, but is the unintended by-product of another genetic selection, for example different needs for heat production, and consequently different levels of brown adipose tissue activity [19].

- Drifty epigenotype (Reinhard Stöger): The drifty genotype is an acquired and epigenetically regulated adjustments to a low calorie world, and how this manifests itself in human physiology and pathophysiologic is still unknown. Likewise it is unknown to what degree these causes may explain the diabetes epidemic evident in today’s world. The evolutionary biologist Jared Diamond has pointed out that the prevalence of diabetes has exploded in many parts of the world, especially in populations who have abruptly transitioned from a traditional low caloric rural lifestyle, to a high caloric, urban, westernized existence (23). This is true for the Pima Indians in Arizona, the Aboriginals in Australia, and Pacific islanders (for example Nauru), as well as many populations in Africa, the Middle East and Asia, while the prevalence is relatively stable (albeit higher than 30 years ago) in the Western world. This may be because people in “the Western world” have had longer to adapt to the “Western lifestyle”, for better or worse.

There are reasons to believe, paradoxically, that famines first became significant selection factors after the advent of agricultural societies (24). These societies do produce more food than the hunter-gatherers, but this leads to population growth as well as urbanisation, i.e. a population with a diminished ability to survive. Failed harvests increase the risk of famine for such societies, and this promotes the selection for obesity which fits well into an urban lifestyle where the need for physical activity and mobility is lower. The hunter-gatherers, on the other hand, avoid famine by living on a more varied diet, and being in small mobile groups which can move to new hunting grounds as needed. They cannot, however, allow themselves the luxury of a large fat mass to carry around with them. This may explain why some population groups seem to have more thrifty genes than others. Perhaps both the adaptations to agricultural and hunter-gatherer societies are represented in today’s population? This may explain the large diversity in body weight we see in the Western world, which ranges all the way from normal weight, to overweight, obesity and morbid obesity (25).

If we allow ourselves to view genetic survival not only as an individual project, but also in a group perspective, a large array of different adaptations which are beneficial for different sorts of risks, will increase the group’s total chance of survival in a world full of unforeseen dangers, amongst them caloric intoxication. This may explain a related question: Why do some people get type 2 diabetes only when their BMIs reach morbid levels, and some not even then, while others suffer from the disease at normal body weight? A diminished ability to store fat increases the risk for metabolic disease if the caloric intake is excessive (26). The risk of caloric intoxication and type 2 diabetes is not primarily about body weight, but rather the health condition within the body.
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